
 

JUMPER’S JUNGLE FAMILY FUN CENTER 
PARTY CHECKLIST 

 
 

q Socks. For cleanliness and safety reasons there are NO SHOES allowed in our facility, this 
includes the adults, JUMPING OR NOT, and shoes are to be kept in the lobby. We encourage 
families to advise their guests of the socks ONLY policy and bring extra socks if needed. We do 
make exceptions for wheelchairs and corrective shoes. If you are making your own invitations 
please be sure to add the “sock rule” to your invitations. We do sell socks at the snack bar for 
$3.00 each. 
 
q Drinks. Your party will be provided with 2 liter bottles of soda. We offer Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. 
Pepper, or Sprite (Premier=two 2L, VIP=three 2L, VIP Deluxe=four 2L). We encourage all 
families to bring extra drinks to keep the kids hydrated such as water, juice, or Gatorade. You can 
bring an ice chest if needed. Lastly, WE DO NOT ALLOW ANY ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN 
OR AROUND OUR FACILITY. 
 
q Food. Food can only come from a licensed business like a restaurant or grocery store, and 
therefore CANNOT be home-cooked per the Health Dept. You may be asked to provide receipts 
for the food to ensure the safety of your family and friends, so please keep those just in case. We 
only allow electric food warmers that are safe to the touch. 
 
q Tableware. We provide the tablecloth, plates, napkins, cups, forks, and spoons. You are 
welcome to bring in additional plates, napkins, table covers, etc. that match the theme of your 
party. Also make sure to bring a cake knife, candles, and ice cream scoop if needed. We do sell 
utensils at the snack bar for $3.00 plus tax. 
 
q Decorations. You are able to bring banners, balloons, centerpieces, etc. to decorate your 
party room and in the jump space as well if you’re having a VIP party. Decorations must be able 
to be taped to the walls, no tacks or anything that may damage the walls, 3M hooks work for 
heavier banners. Also, we do NOT allow confetti, glitter or silly string it is just too hard to clean up. 
 
q Goodie Bags. You are welcome to bring goodie bags or we can supply them for you for 
$3.00 plus tax per child (Please give us a 72 hour notice to ensure we are stocked). 
 
q Piñatas. We do allow piñatas as long as they are the pull-string type and not the smash and 
grab type, too much liability and chance of injury. Don’t forget the bags too. 
 
q Entertainers. We do allow entertainers to perform during your party, this would include 
magicians, balloon artists, clowns, etc. However, we CANNOT allow face painting as we have 
found that even the best quality face paint still gets all over the jumpers. 
 
 

Please arrive no more than 15 minutes prior to your event. Our team members are 
experienced and can help with the setup.  

 
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. 

 
	


